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Understanding service use - full abstract 

Introducing artificial intelligence tools into clinical and non-clinical workflows, Evidence from the 

NHS Breast Screening Programme of staff and general population perceptions of and trust in the use 

of AI in this context and the implications for further testing and implementation. 

Niamh Lennox-Chhugani(1), Jonathan James(2), Bernadette Trzcinski(3) 

(1)TaoHealth Research & Implementation, (2)Nottingham Breast Institute, Nottingham University 

Hospitals NHS Trust, (3)United Lincolnshire Hospitals NHS Trust 

Background: The East Midlands Radiology Consortium (EMRAD) is a partnership of seven NHS trusts 

spread over 11 hospitals, covering more than five million patients in the East Midlands of England. In 

2018, EMRAD formed a partnership with two UK-based Artificial Intelligence (AI) companies, Faculty 

and Kheiron Medical, to help develop, test and - ultimately - deploy AI tools in the breast cancer 

screening programme in the East Midlands as part of wave two NHS Test Beds programme. The 

project aims to improve and optimise clinical service capacity, to enhance patient care at significant 

scale and to increase NHS confidence in the utilisation of innovative machine learning tools. The 

successful implementation of the technology rests not only on its clinical effectiveness but also on 

the attitudes of key adopters and organisational readiness (Greenhalgh et al, 2017). 

Research questions: 

Three of the questions the evaluation of the project sets out to answer is: 

1. What are the perceptions of staff in the NHSBSP of the potential use of AI tools to support 

operations and clinical decisions today? 

2. Do these attitudes change when staff are involved in testing new AI tools in the NHSBSP? 

3. What are the perceptions of women in the general public of the potential use of AI tools to 

support operations and clinical decisions within the NHSBSP? 

Relatively little has been written on this topic to date and there has been even less empirical 

research exploring attitudes to AI in healthcare. This Health Research Authority approved study 

addresses this gap. 

Methods: Clinicians and breast screening mangers are the frontline staff impacted by the use of 

artificial intelligence tools that are being developed in this NHS Test Bed. We are currently surveying, 

via an online survey tool, clinicians and service managers during November 2019 – January 2020 to 

explore attitudes towards artificial intelligence and its use in the breast screening programme. We 

will administer the survey to the same participants again in Summer 2020 when the AI tools are 

being prospectively piloted to determine whether staff attitudes towards artificial intelligence 

changes as a consequence of direct experience of AI tools. Our sample includes clinicians and service 

managers at Nottingham University’s Hospital NHS Trust, United Lincolnshire Hospitals NHS Trust, 

Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust and Sherwood Forest Foundation Trust, all 

partners in the emrad consortium. 

We are also conducting a survey focusing on the attitudes of the general public to the use if AI tools 

in NHSBSP. We are surveying all female employees of the four trusts in the same period as a 

representative sample of the genera public. The national health service breast screening programme 

is targeted towards women between the ages of 50 and 70 years old. As such, this is a primary 

population that we are targeting but we also want to understand the attitudes of younger women as 



they will become users of the service in the future. We will be conducting targeted focus groups with 

populations that are under-represented in the survey (women over 60 years and women in full or 

part-time paid emloyment). 

Work to date and expected outputs by July 2020: 

We have conducted a qualitative interim evaluation of the process of the project to date using the 

NASSS framework (Greenhalgh et al 2017) and are in the process collecting survey data from our 

sample populations. We will be in a position to share the initial findings from the quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the surveys at the HSRUK Conference in July 2020. 

Implications: The results can be used to inform the design, implementation and regulation of 

emerging AI tools in the context of the NHS. 

 


